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One Month Prediction 
As the planets move around the Great Circle of the Zodiac they pass through the 12 areas known 
as 'houses', each of which represents a different sphere of human life.* The moving planets also 
form angles or aspects with the positions of the planets in your birth chart. These planetary 
movements are called 'transits'. 
Sometimes a planet appears to move backwards through the Heavens which is known as 
'retrograde' motion, thereby repeating the aspects it makes to the planets in your birth chart. A 
retrograde planet is similar to the sensation experienced when you are on a train which overtakes 
a slower train, making the slower train appear to be moving backwards.  
Your predictions for the next month should be used as a helpful guide only. Events in your life 
may vary from the ones outlined in this forecast. While the planets do not dictate your future, 
they do provide crossroads and signposts to guide you on your personal voyage through life, 
helping you to make the right decisions, at the right time, and in the right frame of mind. At all 
times it is for you to choose the best path to follow, and to develop the most positive elements of 
your personality.

*When the time of birth is not known, a Midday chart is produced, which makes it impossible to 
include the house transits in the report or to accurately determine your Ascendant (Rising Sign) 
position.

 
 

a in 6th House
Sun is Transiting your Natal Sixth House 
Your focus is now on work and being of help to others. Acknowledging that certain work and 
tasks need to be done, you will now take particular pride in whatever you do but do not expect to 
be leader of the pack as your actions will now probably be controlled by someone else. 
Alternatively, you may become more involved in charitable work. If this is the case, then 
remember not to neglect your own needs. Look after yourself as well. In fact, this is an excellent 
time to start a new diet or exercise program.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 16 June 2009

d in 5th House
Mercury is Transiting your Natal Fifth House 
Your focus will now be on romance, children, artistic pursuits and pleasure. You will now want to 
put across your point of view, but more on a creative and emotional level, rather than an 
intellectual level. An attraction to poetry, music, writing, drama, etc. may both inspire and allow 
you to express your innermost thoughts. In romance, lovers will have to satisfy both your 
physical and intellectual needs. Finding that you also have a good level of communication with 
children, you will now encourage their intellectual abilities. 

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 17 June 2009
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f in 4th House
Venus is Transiting your Natal Fourth House 
Your focus is on peace and harmony. Feeling at ease and friendly, you will enjoy entertaining, 
especially at home. Relations with members of your family should also be more relaxed than 
usual. You will actually find it difficult to live in an atmosphere of tension and strife, and will do 
anything to smooth over problems, even to the point of avoiding conflicts or problems that need 
to be discussed. You may also decide to redecorate or spruce up the house with a thorough 
spring clean. But beware overspending. 

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 16 June 2009

g in 4th House 
Mars is Transiting your Natal Fourth House 
There will be increased activity in and around the home. It is a good time to redecorate. 
However, hidden anger may now be dredged up from deep within your past. Feeling irritable, you 
may find yourself arguing about things you do not really agree with or fully understand. And if 
you do not understand what you are fighting for, then others certainly will not. Confused? You 
will be, with others equally confused. In particular, beware disagreements with your parents and 
close family. Property related matters might also cause turmoil. All this emotion could upset your 
health. In order to avoid digestive problems, do not eat when overwrought, tired or upset. Also 
beware accidents and injuries within the home, especially anything involving sharp instruments 
and fire.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 14 June 2009

h in 2nd House 
Jupiter is Transiting your Natal Second House 
An excellent time to make major investments, buy possessions of lasting value, such as property. 
Cash flow should also improve, but you will probably spend more than usual. It is also a time of 
increased self-awareness through taking more responsibility for material resources and 
possessions.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

j in 9th House 
Saturn is Transiting your Natal Ninth House 
Having reached a new level of awareness, you now have a better understanding of who you are 
and what you want from life. But do not assume you know everything, do not take yourself too 
seriously or become too rigid in your thinking. There is still much to learn. During this time you 
may be desperate to expand your horizons, but something seems to be holding you back. 
Patience will be needed. There may be problems with education, possibly stemming from a fear 
of failure. Difficulties may be encountered with legal matters or on long journeys. These 
experiences, however, may reveal insights that you would not otherwise have gained had things 
gone smoothly. 

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009
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K in 3rd House 
Uranus is Transiting your Natal Third House 
Your perceptions will now be sharp and you will be interested in learning all manner of new 
things. Able to rapidly absorb and examine information, you will now pick up on information that 
others overlook. If you have to make snap decisions, then your intuition should help fill in the 
gaps and lead you down the right path. There is also the possibility of surprises or changes 
regarding short journeys, brothers, sisters or local residents.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

l in 2nd House 
Neptune is Transiting your Natal Second House 
Concerned with material possessions, money and values, you may now have an underlying sense 
of insecurity with regard to these matters. This is therefore a poor time to gamble or take 
financial risks as investments you thought were sound may turn out to be a fraud, or just 
unrealistic. Beware also the tendency to worship money and possessions, seeing them as the 
path to personal achievement and happiness. On the other hand, you may feel a sense of guilt 
about what you possess, understanding that there are many people far worse off than yourself. If 
so inclined, you may now choose to give much time and money to those less fortunate, learning 
that selfless giving brings its own rewards.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

; in 1st House 
Pluto is Transiting your Natal First House 
You will now have a powerful need to change your character in some way. You will need to clear 
your life of things that are limiting your growth, such as a bad relationship or job. Your life and 
deeper feelings will now undergo radical changes. This will not be a bad thing, even if it is painful, 
removing the old and outworn in order to rebuild and make way for greater personal growth and 
the possibility of more fulfilling experiences. You may be more secretive than usual or demand to 
be in total control. 

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

a e +
Transiting Sun Trine your Midheaven
Feeling self assured and determined, the image you will project today is that of a confident 
individual who knows what they want from life. This would therefore be an excellent day for 
meetings or interviews. This is a day to gain the respect of others and you could be rewarded 
with increased authority, responsibility or business expansion.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 2 June 2009

f e _ 
Transiting Venus Trine your Ascendant
Do not plan anything too strenuous during this period, as you are likely to be too pre-occupied 
with taking it easy and having fun. Why not plan a party, you will enjoy sharing these feelings of 
affection, warmth and love with friends. Telling someone just how much you love them will 
strengthen the emotional tie between you. An expected financial bonus could also come your 
way, so why not treat yourself to some well-deserved luxuries.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 1 June 2009
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f e h
Transiting Venus Trine Natal Jupiter
During this time, you will put others before yourself and will be seen as sympathetic, generous 
and out-going giving support and love to those in need. Planetary transits are also heralding the 
beginning of pleasant, romantic love affairs. Strenuous work should be avoided, as you will be 
feeling unhurried and carefree. But watch your diet as weight could easily be gained.

 
 
From about: 3 June 2009 to about: 5 June 2009

a e K
Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Uranus
Instead of looking back to the past, you will now be eagerly anticipating the future. This is a time 
in your life to take control and make any necessary changes. Whatever you choose to do, you will 
now insist on asserting your authority and individuality and following your own path.

 
 
From about: 5 June 2009 to about: 7 June 2009

a q j
Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Saturn
Today could either be a testing time for your emotional or physical strength; or it could represent 
the successful culmination of many years hard work. Either way, it could be a time of learning 
and maturity. But do not start taking yourself too seriously. Just because you take on more 
responsibility does not mean that you have to lose your sense of fun.

 
 
From about: 9 June 2009 to about: 10 June 2009

g e a
Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Sun 
This is an extremely constructive time, a time of relentless energy, a time to attain personal 
goals and ambitions and make dreams come true. Leadership qualities will be evident from your 
air of confidence and authority, therefore others will be prepared to follow your lead, on either a 
professional or personal basis. Business transactions are highlighted.

 
 
From about: 9 June 2009 to about: 11 June 2009

a y d
Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Mercury
During the next few busy days, your active and curious mind will ensure that you do not miss a 
trick nothing will escape your attention. All negotiations should proceed smoothly and do expect 
an increase in telephone calls, letters or any other kind of communication. Travel is also likely.

 
 
From about: 10 June 2009 to about: 12 June 2009

d q s Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Moon
This is a time when thoughts will strongly be influenced by emotions. It is time to think with your 
heart and not just your mind, but do take care not to become too subjective in your viewpoint. 
Solutions to long standing problems can be found from deep within inner emotional reserves, 
rather than trying to resolve problems with logical reasoning.

 
 
From about: 12 June 2009 to about: 14 June 2009
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f e a
Transiting Venus Trine your Natal Sun
Strong feelings of love and enjoyment of life should dominate your thoughts and actions during 
this time. Basically, you will just feel like enjoying yourself and therefore work will take second 
place to leisure activities. Your good mood will be infectious and others will enjoy being around 
you. 

 
 
From about: 13 June 2009 to about: 14 June 2009

g e g
Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Mars 
This is an extremely constructive time, a time of relentless energy, a time to accomplish personal 
goals and ambitions and make dreams come true. Full of energy and raring to go, nothing will be 
able to stop you or get in your way during this time. There are mountains to climb and battles to 
conquer! It is time to take the initiative.

 
 
From about: 13 June 2009 to about: 15 June 2009

a w _ 
Transiting Sun opposite your Ascendant
Arguments within relationships could lead to critical difficulties today, with jealousy, 
possessiveness and uncontrollable anger being the catalyst for unreasonable conduct. Although 
the day will seem traumatic and full of confrontation, it is probably best to get these hidden 
tensions out into the open and clear the air.

 
 
From about: 14 June 2009 to about: 16 June 2009

d e ;
Transiting Mercury Trine your Pluto
As your mind will be so intuitively sharp, and capable of tremendously deep intellectual and 
spiritual understanding over the next day or so, this would be an excellent time to involve 
yourself in any form of research or investigation possibly involving metaphysical or religious 
subjects. Not content with superficial answers to questions, you will now delve deeply in order to 
unearth and understand the truth.

 
 
From about: 14 June 2009 to about: 15 June 2009

g in 5th House 
Mars is Transiting your Natal Fifth House 
Social activity should now increase. You will have plenty of energy, but very little self discipline. 
Bored with life's daily routines, you will now seize any chance to have a good time. With creative 
energy running high artists, writers, musicians and performers will work harder and feel more 
inspired than usual. Sexual passions will also be running high, but a strong independent streak in 
your approach to love relationships may also cause some conflict. As a parent, you may now feel 
that your family commitments or children are restricting your freedom. Therefore this, combined 
with excessive energy, could cause arguments. Keep both your children and yourself physically 
active, but away from danger.

 
 
From about: 14 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009
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d w l
Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Neptune
As you may now have difficulty in differentiating between fact and fiction, confused 
communications could cause considerable misunderstandings over the next few days. If you are 
unable to postpone making important decisions then listen carefully to what is being said, and 
then state your case as clearly as possible in order to avoid further confusion.

 
 
From about: 15 June 2009 to about: 16 June 2009

f e g
Transiting Venus Trine Natal Mars
Full of energy and raring to go, nothing will be able to stop you or get in your way during this 
time. There are mountains to be climbed and battles to be conquered. Passionate emotions will 
be difficult to control, therefore your love life should become more sensual and romantic. New 
love affairs will be intense, but short.

 
 
From about: 15 June 2009 to about: 17 June 2009

a in 7th House
Sun is Transiting your Natal Seventh House 
Personal and business relationships and partnerships come to the fore. You should now be 
dealing with the public or working in a team effort much more than usual. You will also be looking 
for feedback and reassurance from others. But there may be a tendency to expect too much from 
relationships, resulting in disappointment when your partner does not or can not live up to the 
image that you have projected onto them. In any marriage or partnership, this is a time to be 
honest about what you want and expect from each other. There may now also be some conflict or 
concern with legal matters.

 
 
From about: 16 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

f in 5th House
Venus is Transiting your Natal Fifth House 
Your focus will now be on fun, romance, meeting people, creativity and children. You will be in 
love with love and will not put up any barriers or pretences. Lovers will have to accept you for 
who you are and not what they want you to be. Self discipline may be at an all time low but it is 
not such a bad idea to loosen the reigns every now and then. Artistic and creative talents could 
be inspired. Relationships with children should also be a source of tremendous pleasure and 
satisfaction.

 
 
From about: 16 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009
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d in 6th House
Mercury is Transiting your Natal Sixth House 
Your focus will now be on health and work. Being more meticulous and attentive than usual, this 
is an excellent time for work which requires mental skills. You will feel that if a job's worth doing, 
it will be worth doing very well indeed. However, take care not to worry excessively or nervous 
tension and stress could cause ill health. Beware becoming overly critical of others or bogged 
down in petty details. Often physical problems or illness are messages from your own 
unconscious mind, making you aware of things you may be doing wrong, or bringing to the fore 
repressed problems. Perhaps at the moment minor illnesses may be masking deeper emotional 
problems. 

 
 
From about: 17 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

a w h
Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Jupiter
Today could be summed up in three words; positive, relentless energy. However as 
overconfidence could be a problem, beware taking on more than you can handle and do not 
promise more than you can deliver! If you give the impression that you have all the answers then 
you just might overstep the mark. Allow time for rest in order to avoid exhaustion.

 
 
From about: 18 June 2009 to about: 20 June 2009

d r a
Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Sun
During these next few days you should be busier than usual. Nevertheless in your haste to 
accomplish as much as you can, you may inadvertently tread on a few wrong toes and alienate 
colleagues, friends or family. If you have to make a point, then state it and then allow others to 
make their own decisions.

 
 
From about: 19 June 2009 to about: 20 June 2009

a r ;
Transiting Sun Square your Pluto
If you enjoy a challenge, then today could bring positive, lasting changes into your life. However, 
if you generally tend to shy away from confrontations then today could leave you feeling bruised 
and battle scarred. Sexual jealousy may further intensify emotions. Beware power struggles but 
do find a satisfying outlet for frenetic and extremely high energy levels.

 
 
From about: 21 June 2009 to about: 22 June 2009

d r g
Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Mars
Although your own feelings could be hurt easily during the next few days, in retaliation you may 
strike out verbally against anyone and everyone within shouting distance! You are likely to be 
irritable, moody and bad tempered, so beware starting arguments just for the sake of it. You 
could also be somewhat accident prone.

 
 
From about: 21 June 2009 to about: 22 June 2009
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d e +
Transiting Mercury Trine your Midheaven
Due to your clarity of thought and precision, this would be an excellent few days to lose yourself 
in work, which requires deep concentration and attention to detail. Personal and business 
meetings, negotiations, communications and travel are often associated with this positive period.

 
 
From about: 22 June 2009 to about: 23 June 2009

; r ;
Transiting Pluto Square your Natal Pluto 
Expect some major upheavals and sudden rushes of intense emotions in personal and one to one 
relationships during this time. Unstable and impulsive emotions could lead to conflicts and 
explosive arguments in all areas of your life where you have to deal with other people and 
members of the public.
At times it may even seem as if forces beyond your control are re-shaping your destiny, without 
first requesting your approval or permission to do so. If this is the case then rage and emotional 
tantrums could be replaced by a feeling of helplessness.
If you enjoy a challenge, then this period could bring about positive, lasting changes into your 
life. However, if you tend to shy away from confrontations, whether physical, emotional or 
spiritual then intense emotions could now leave you feeling confused and battle-scarred. Sexual 
jealousy may further incense and inflame the issue.

 
 
From about: 23 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

  d e K
Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Uranus
A lightning quick mind will awaken dormant thoughts, ideas and senses. Therefore solutions to 
previously insurmountable problems could come in an instant. But you may become impatient 
with mere mortals who will not be able to keep up with your lightning quick speed. Over the next 
few days, you may either receive or surprise others with sudden, unexpected news.

 
 
From about: 25 June 2009 to about: 26 June 2009

f r d
Transiting Venus Square your Natal Mercury
Avoid anything which could upset you or disturb your equilibrium during this time, as you may 
find it difficult to cope with any disputes or strife. Unable to properly defend yourself, you could 
become the victim instead of the victor. Problems in both your love life and social life are likely, 
so perhaps it is best to keep your head down and out of the firing line. 

 
 
From about: 25 June 2009 to about: 27 June 2009

f y f
Transiting Venus Sextile your Natal Venus
At this time it will be hard to hide feelings of love, warmth and tenderness. For those of you who 
are single new love affairs started around now could blossom into stable and meaningful 
relationships. Business and financial negotiations could prove extremely lucrative. You are likely 
to spend on beautiful luxuries.

 
 
From about: 26 June 2009 to about: 28 June 2009
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d q j Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Saturn
Perfection is near impossible to achieve, so do not expect too much from yourself or loved ones 
during these next few days. Do not take yourself too seriously. Thoughts may drift back in time, 
to past events and relationships. This could also a time of farewells, not all of them pleasant.

 
 
From about: 27 June 2009 to about: 28 June 2009

g r d 'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Mercury 
Although your own feelings could be hurt easily during this time, in retaliation you may strike out 
verbally against anyone and everyone within shouting distance. You are likely to be irritable, 
moody and bad tempered, so beware starting arguments just for the sake of it. You could also be 
somewhat accident prone.

 
 
From about: 27 June 2009 to about: 29 June 2009

a y a
Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Sun
Today could either be approximately eight weeks before, or after your birthday. If eight weeks 
before, then this is a time to recount and review this past year's achievements and then prepare 
yourself for the next birthday year ahead. Eight weeks after your birthday you will again have the 
chance to reassess and if necessary readjust certain decisions, goals and ambitions to ensure 
that you are moving in the right direction.

 
 
From about: 28 June 2009 to about: 29 June 2009

d y d
Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Mercury
Despite feeling restless, if you can discipline yourself during the next few busy days, then much 
useful and practical work could be accomplished. Communications are highlighted, therefore use 
this time to present your point of view. Any negotiations or new studies commenced now should 
work out well. Short distance travel is also likely.

 
 
From about: 28 June 2009 to about: 28 June 2009

g y f
Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Venus 
Boosted by relentless drive and energy, you are now likely to be in a positive and fun loving 
mood. Now is a great time for parties, and any type of social gathering - a time for attracting 
new friends, and new lovers. Business and financial negotiations could prove extremely lucrative, 
particularly if setting up new business deals.

 
 
From about: 29 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009
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a y g
Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Mars
Concentrate high energy levels on work and career matters, as today you could be presented 
with unusual and potentially lucrative opportunities. Promotions and salary increases are likely. 
You will now be prepared to put heart, body and soul into all that you do and this tremendous 
effort will not go unnoticed. Today, feelings of confidence and self-worth should soar.

 
 
From about: 30 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

d w _ 
Transiting Mercury Opposite your Ascendant
Although your mind should be reasonably clear over the next few days, your outlook may not be 
objective. You must also find a satisfying outlet for frenetic energy levels. Beware power 
struggles, as challenges to your authority and ego will not be dismissed lightly.

 
 
From about: 30 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009
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Predictor for Cameron Diaz

Sign Keyword Ruling Planet   Modality Element 

Aries 1 I Am Mars g Cardinal Fire  
Taurus 2 I Have Venus f Fixed Earth
Gemini 3 I Think Mercury d Mutable Air
Cancer 4 I Feel Moon s Cardinal Water
Leo 5 I Will Sun a Fixed Fire  
Virgo 6 I Examine Mercury d Mutable Earth
Libra 7 I complement Venus f Cardinal Air
Scorpio 8 I Desire Pluto ; Fixed Water
Sagittarius 9 I Seek Jupiter h Mutable Fire  
Capricorn 0 I Use Saturn j Cardinal Earth
Aquarius - I Know Uranus K Fixed Air
Pisces = I Believe Neptune l Mutable Water
Harmonious Aspect     Challenging Aspect Point 

Conjunction   q 0°     Opposition w 180° Ascendant _ Persona 
Trine   e 120°     Quincunx u 150° Midheaven + Image 
Sextile   y 60°     Sesquiquadrate o 135° North Node . Growth 
Semisextile   t 30°     Square r 90° South Node / Experience 

    Semisquare i 45° Chiron c Healing 
Planet Rulership Element 

Sun a Self Expression Air Thought 
Moon s Emotion Fire Life Energy 
Mercury d Perception Water Emotions 
Venus f Attraction Earth Physical 
Mars g Assertion 
Jupiter h Expansion Modality
Saturn j Limitation 
Uranus K Individualism Cardinal Creative 
Neptune l Compassion Mutable Adaptable 
Pluto ; Compulsion Fixed Persistent 

House Rules House Rules 
1st  Personality mask 7th Relationships 
2nd  Material security 8th Ability to deal with life 
3rd Intellectual ability 9th Philosophical beliefs 
4th Emotional security 10th Personal status 
5th Enjoyment of life 11th Social life 
6th Responsibilities 12th Secret dreams 
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